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What is absolute pitch and what is the use of it?
It is not the question of the ear, it is the question of the brain – but scientists are still trying to
find out how it works exactly. This special sensory ability, if it is discovered in time, almost
predestinates its owner to pursue music career – but people with absolute pitch hear
differently than mere mortals also in everyday life. And what has Vietnamese people got to do
with this?
Absolute pitch is when somebody can name a note without the help of a reference note (this
can be note on a piano or the standard A of the tuning fork). This is the mixture of two
cognitive operations: recognition of the given note (for example the standard A /442 Hz/
according to which orchestras tune), then assigning it to the denomination of the note.
Apparently, for this it is necessary to have previous musical education because that is how it
is possible to assign a certain pitch to its name. Furthermore, there are two different types of
absolute pitch, active an passive one, based on if the person can only name the note or can
also reproduce it (naturally, within his/her own register). Not many of us possess this ability according to some research only one person in ten thousand, while some other claim that in
the population of Europe and America only 3-4 percent does. The majority of people have
relative pitch, i.e. with the help of a reference note they can calculate the position of the other
notes. This humble method is quite enough to cope as a musician – for musical career it is not
essential to have absolute pitch. The good news is that with lots of practice, listening to music
and musical education begun from an early age pitch can be significantly improved. Mostly
relative pitch can be developed this way, but some experts argue that with early musical
education even absolute pitch is available.
Game of the brain
Consulting with otolaryngologist and phoniatrist, Boglárka Balázs M.D. (she’s a former
Hungarian pop-singer turned doctor, now she has a private clinic, she also treats opera

singers. You should listen to one of her songs:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g43rPH7HJJQ – it’s a break-up song.) we got to know
that auditory system has nothing to do with absolute pitch: we cannot find any anatomical
difference between the ear of somebody with AP and a non-AP person. So, the secret of this
ability does not lie in the ear, but in the unique processing of frequency-information. This
processing is mainly operated by the mechanisms of the cerebral cortex. This fact leaves most
of the researching of AP to brain research, but the full scale of cerebral processes in
connection with AP are not thoroughly revealed yet. Dr. Balázs also shared her personal
experience on the subject with us: her sister has AP, and as a little girl – to the amazement of
grownups – she always announced when a tune was not played or sung in the right key. Many
opera singers have visited the office of Dr. Balázs, and she tells us about one specific artist
with AP, Margit László (soprano, laureate of the Liszt Ferenc Prize, the highest ranking
muscial award in Hungary). As the singer often complained AP made her work more
difficult, because she noticed even the slightest mistakes in keys which was rather distracting
for her, and she had difficulty adjusting to her partner to keep the harmony. It is common that
non-AP singers do not even notice these mistakes or have no difficulty adjusting, so in a way
it is easier for them.
Etelka Pallagi, music teacher of the Ferenc Kölcsey Reformed Teachers' Training College in
Debrecen and conductor of the Vox Iuventutis Children’s Choir (I was the member of this
choir for 8 years, they often participate in international choir festivals, here’s a little piece:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8cDqGP2UR-o&spfreload=1) also states that AP is very
rare, but relative pitch possessed by everybody can be improved by routine and early musical
education. As she says her pupils can detect mistakes in intonation and keys more precisely
from year to year, so we can say that they are getting closer and closer to a kind of „pseudo
absolute pitch” within their own register and own part. It is also a common phenomenon
among orchestral musicians that within the register of their own instrument they eventually
get to possess an „almost” AP thanks to practice. As Ms. Pallagi says in the case of a wellpracticed piece many students can begin singing in the right key without getting the first note.
Although she does not have AP, due to routine she can often begin a piece without the help of
a tuning fork or she can recall tunes more easily. She also claims that if a child is not familiar
with sheet music or does not encounter with music regurarly, it is hard to tell if she/he has AP
or not. Ms. Pallagi has also worked with students with AP, which she describes as a peculiar
experience. Such children learn faster, they can connect the sheet with tunes more easily and

they can even help the teacher. As she recalls almost all of her students with AP have ended
up pursuing muscial career.
Music and language
Diana Deutsch, Professor of Psychology of the San Diego University of California,
internationally acclaimed expert of the subject has answered our questions via email.
Regarding the question of the genesis of absolute pitch she mentioned the interplay of
multiple factors. She has not excluded the role of genetic endowment – when parents with AP
have children with similar ability could be one example for this. But it must be taken into
consideration that a child born into a family of musicians (and nota bene it is more likely that
people with AP choose musical career) encounters with pitches and their verbal labels earlier
and more intensely, so the presumptive genetic factor can eventually turn out to be an
environmental factor. The professor considers early exposure to pitches together with verbal
categories (at about 4-6 years of age) the most important factor. What is more she claims it to
be possible that with the right training every people can develop AP. In her research Deutsch
connencted the acquirement of speech with the learning of pitches (presumably the two is
coordinated by the same cerebral mechanism): the critical period for the acquisition of speech
overlaps the critical period for the development of AP. Therefore, the „learning” of AP might
be similar to learning a second language: as a small child this process is unwitting and easy
while from adolescence it is more conscious and difficult. Absolute pitch possessors can
utilize their special endowment not only in music: they are able to memorize sound patterns
better, identify relations between pitches or individual voices better and they can detect
emotional registers and modality in human speech more efficiently. The case of Finnish
entomologist, Olavi Sotavalta is a unique example of practical use of AP: he uses his ability to
differentiate between the buzzing of the wings of insects.
The most interesting part of Deutsch’s research is the connection between tone languages and
absolute pitch. Examining speakers of East Asian tone languages (like Thai, Vietnamese,
Cantonese, Mandarin) she found that among them there is a higher prevalence of AP
possessors. The reason for this is that in tone languages meaning is influenced by the
intonation and the pitch of pronunciation. Thus, speakers of tone languages apply the same
method that is the core of AP: they assign a specific pitch to a verbal label, therefore to them
it is more evident to adapt this method to musical notes. Deutsch has also revealed that AP
possessors can detect sounds that are more prevalent in everyday life more easily and faster

(for example notes of the fixed-do scale, standard A). Many AP possessors can identify
pitches irrespectively of their origin (for example carhorns, sirens, vacuum cleaners, ticking of
a watch – that is how young Mozart fascinated his environment). Another curious thing is that
in certain groups AP is more prevalent: for example blind musicians (in their case – naturally
- auditive stimuli become more accentuated than visual ones), certain autistic people, and
people with Williams syndrome (this is a rare genetic neurodevelopmental disorder that
causes distinctive mental and physical symptoms: one of them is oversensitive hearing or
hyperacusia that can imply absolute pitch). Professor Deutsch herself is also an AP possessor.
As she told us, she discovered her ability as a 4-year-old girl when she realized that she can
identify which key was struck on the piano without thinking, while grownups had to peek on
the keyboard. For her this endowment is self-evident and for demonstration she compares it to
the recognition of colours: „After all, we can identify the color of, say, a red object as 'red'
without having to compare it with other colors.” She found her ability useful as a researcher
but it also enhanced the enjoyment of music: „It provides concreteness to music, so that you
know what is being played, note by note.” But at the same time an unexpected or
inappropriate transposition is unpleasant for her: „It's like ordering a steak in a restaurant and
having it arrive colored blue - this would be upsetting to anyone.”
Thus, people with AP neither have „better hearing”, nor they are superhuman – they only
perceive and process auditory stimuli differently than other people. Often, in some way it
makes their lives easier and sometimes it can cause a bit of a disturbance. The lack of AP will
not lower the chances of people who plan to be professional musicians; on the other hand the
ones who insist on having a family member with AP can still introduce their children to the
beauties of music at an early age. Anyhow it will do the child good.

